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Abstract  
Ability to create web page is one of basic IT skills. In the web page creation learning process is student’s final project often 
evaluated on code validity and code cleanness. There is also one problem that cannot be easily handled – recognizing modified 
projects. Concept of HTML and CSS allows to separate visual form from content. One project can be easily transformed into new 
visual form in a few steps. This paper is focused on solving this problem by computer automation. The basic idea is that inner 
structure of web page will be the same or very similar. Web page (HTML document) can be represented as a tree, where nodes 
are HTML elements. Paper describes basic ways how can be html tree structure compared with another html tree structure 
automatically by using tree algorithms. Result of this comparison is html structure tree similarity. Paper covers description of 
algorithms, implementation and testing. 
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1. Introduction  
One of basic skills of each IT engineer is ability to create valid web page using one of HTML norm – HTML or 
XHTML. Difference between these norms is that XHTML is stricter and can be represented generally as XML 
document. HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) is descriptive language based on elements. Each element 
represents part of content of web page. Relationship between elements can be created only by nesting one element 
inside other element (if the standard allows it to specific elements). This fact means that html structure can be 
represented as tree. Most of IT students have to create website as a project. It is almost impossible to prevent 
duplicating websites by a hand. Changing visual styles (CSS) can give completely different appearance to existing 
website. Also modifying content is very easy. Due to described architecture can be one existing website modified (in 
terms of visual style and content) easy way. On the other hand, structure of used elements will be preserved or will 
be very similar as in original website. This paper describes one possible way, how HTML tree structures can be 
compared in terms of inner structure. Second part of paper is focused on implementing described algorithms.  
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2.  Algorithms  
In this part three suitable algorithms will be described.   
2.1. Frequency analysis 
Frequency analysis is relatively simple algorithm that counts occurrences of each element in set. In the context of 
HTML can be frequency analysis algorithm used for counting occurrence of each HTML element in web page. 
Frequency analysis algorithm produces set of key-value pairs where name of element is the key and count of 
element occurrence in web page is value. Generated sets of key-value pairs can be easily compared. The basic steps 
of the algorithm are: 
 
1. Create element frequency set for both (original and compared) web pages 
2. Complete both sets of missing elements from the other set 
3. Calculate differences between equivalent elements count 
4. Calculate ratio between differences and all used elements 
 
Result of algorithm is a number indicating, how different two web pages in terms of used element frequency are. 
It is clear, that two web pages cannot be built from completely different elements. On the other hand, similarity 
greater that ca. 90% is significant. Testing algorithm is described in separate chapter. This algorithm is the fastest 
from described. Unfortunately if the result doesn’t have extreme values, it cannot be taken as proof of slightly 
modified duplicate.  
 
2.2. Finding the same tree paths 
This algorithm is based on tree paths that are composed of elements nested into each other for example 
body>div>div>p>span>a>img is sequence of nested elements which forms the path. In this example “img” is the 
last element which contains no other elements and element “body” is root of the tree that means – each element path 
start with “body”. The main idea of this algorithm is find all paths given parameters in original document and try to 
find these paths in compared document. The basic steps of algorithm are: 
 
1. Create list of paths based on input parameters 
2. Take the last element of each path and find its occurrences in compared document 
3. In each occurrence of element try to make the same path as original 
4. If path can be successfully copied into compared document, store it and don’t use elements in path in 
next steps. 
5. Calculate ratio between shared paths and all paths. 
 
Result of algorithm is a ratio, which indicates how many percent of original paths can be found in compared 
document. This algorithm can be fine-tuned in terms of maximal length of paths, paths length variability, root of 
paths etc. The time that this algorithm consumes depends on paths variability i.e. full paths (from root to last 
possible elements) only search will take much less time than finding variable sub-paths.   
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2.2.1. Finding the largest sub-tree 
 
Idea of this algorithm is find the largest possible sub-tree that can be embedded in both of structures. HTML 
structure can by slightly modified by i.e. adding one element. Let’s have ordinary web page. Consider the following 
modification: Layout of web page will have fixed width and will be horizontally centered. This modification 
consists in adding only one element (div) as a wrapper of current layout that means between “body” element and 
first layout division. Described example modification can be done by one simple step and makes layout to look 
different. It is clear, that complete element paths from original document cannot be found in compared document 
due to structure modification. The rest of HTML structure is unchanged. Finding largest sub-tree can be in this case 
essential for duplicate revealing. Basic steps of algorithm are: 
 
1. Get one element from original web page 
2. Find all occurrences of element in compared web page 
3. Search for the same nested elements as in original web page 
4. If found, store the sub-tree 
5. Repeat from step 1, if found larger sub-tree, store it 
6. Calculate ratio between number of elements in sub-tree and all elements 
 
The main difference between this algorithm and paths algorithm is that paths algorithm cannot reveal the same 
sub-structure. Finding the same sub-structure containing c.a. 90% used elements is very significant guidance. This 
algorithm is relatively slow. 
 
3.  Implementation 
All mentioned algorithms was implemented into computer program. Figure 1 shows main program components. 
 
  
Figure 1. Main program components   
«interface»
ICompareAlgorithm







- Algorithm:  ICompareAlgorithm
- CodeProvider:  ICodeProvider
- Compared:  WebPage




+ GetHtmlCode() : string
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Figure 1 shows the main components of application. ICompareAlgorithm component provides common interface 
for all algorithms operation. Classes, that implements this interface are FrequencyAnalysisAlgorithm, 
PathsAlgoirithm and SubtreeAlgorithm. Program also works with IResult, which provides common properties and 
methods for compare result object. Other usable class is WebPage representing specific web page. Interface 
ICodeProvider is designed for the purpose of providing the HTML code. It can be imlemented with classes like 
UrlCodeProvider, DbCodeProvider etc. depending on data source.  
The whole solution is designed to be as easily extensible. Newly created algorithm must implement 
ICompareAlgorithm that contains only one method – CompareWebPages. This method returns instance of IResult 
which contains informacion of comparing result – typically percent of match and additional information. The class 
Comparator is main application class that encapsulates important operations like getting web page data, pairing and 
comparing web pages etc. 
Parsing HTML code and make tree structure of it is an essetial ability of application. For this purpose the free 
library called “Html Agility Pack” was used. Html Agility Pack can easily transform linear HTML code to the tree 
structure. This library also supports XPath queries whic can be easily used for searchinch elements and connections. 
    
4.  Testing 
When application was done, test cases were performed to check reliability of described algorithms. Two groups 
of web pages were created. First group contains 20 authentic students web pages (created as school project) and in 
second group were 10 pairs of original-duplicate web pages. Duplicates were created as a copy of original with 
modifications (adding some paragraphs, pictures, reformatting etc.). The goal was create duplicate web page that 
presents different information and looks different. Following table shows similarity ratio average in named groups. 
Ratio value can be from 0 to 1, where 1 means identity in terms of specific algorithm. 
 
Table 1. Similarity ratio average in two tested groups  
 
Groups Frequency analysis alg. Paths alg. Sub-tree alg. 
Group 1 0.583 0.133 0.181 
Group 2 0.93 0.865 0.885 
 
Table 1 shows testing results for two groups. Frequency analysis algorithm has the highest value in both of groups. 
This is because of absence of element relationship. Two randomly chosen web pages will contain some paragraphs, 
images, divisions etc. Student project has specific range, that’s why this number is relatively high even if projects 
are not duplicates. Paths algorithm returns very different results. In the first group, where web pages are authentic 
can be found very few common paths. The reason is that each author has his habits, despite a limited amount of 
usable elements creates a unique structure. The sub-tree algorithm shows similar behavior for the same reason.  
 
5.  Conclusion 
Paper described basic algorithms for examinate HTML structure similarity and its implementation. Computer 
program using these algorithms was created using Microsoft .net framework and HTML Agility Pack library. 
Program was tested on two independent groups. First group contains authentic web pages created each with unique 
author. Second group contains pairs of original and modified web pages. Result of test (shown on table 1) indicates 
differences between authentic web pages and modified web pages. Described method and program can be very 
useful in detecting duplicates. Such a tool can be used for teaching in the context of the student work. 
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